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STRATEGIC ACADEMIC PRIORITIES

• build on strengths in liberal arts, sciences, fine arts, 
environmental studies
• diversification into professional and applied studies
• growth in engineering and applied science (including ITEC)
• leadership in interdisciplinary health studies
• expansion of international programs and activities
• improved capacity for technology enhanced learning

• commitment to high quality graduate education
• enhanced profile as a leading research university

•Reminder of the principles and priorities that have guided academic planning since their approval as part of the UAP 
(strategic priorities) in 2000 (also reflected in the University’s strategic plan, and grew out of an earlier long-range 
planning document, 2020 Vision: The Future Development of York University) – priorities are rooted in York’s history, 
commitments and mission
•UAP approval mandated an APPC review of the priorities by 2005; APPC is undertaking this review
•Appropriate time to very briefly take stock of the progress we have made towards articulated priorities as we turn our 
attention to questions such as whether these priorities continue to reflect our institutional objectives; whether priorities 
have been met, and if not why not; if they have been met, should they be extended;  are there new directions we 
should be pursuing, etc.
•Reflect at a fairly general level (university-wide) and from a longer-term perspective than do in reports to APPC and 
Senate which usually focus on statistics and initiatives for one-year period; will refer to the period covering roughly 
2000 to the present, or the period since approval of the strategic priority section of the UAP 
•A great deal has happened in relation to all of the priorities; will highlight and comment on just a few major, but 
illustrative, examples
•Important to note how much we have been able to accomplish by the careful management and redirection of 
resources in accordance with plans, despite a very difficult and uncertain financial situation
•In fact, it is quite remarkable that we have been able to pursue our plans while planning for the major enrolment 
“bulge” and other adjustments required to address the double cohort; the achievement of full average funding for these 
students has been an important component of our ability to plan and implement objectives
•We have achieved a balance of preserving and building on traditional strengths and advancing in new and innovative 
directions
•There has been little change/improvement in the context for planning described in the UAP in relation to government 
policies, though time has brought clarity around some issues, e.g., tuition, at least in the short term
•Not yet clear what, if any, changes the recently-announced review of post-secondary education (“Rae panel”) may 
bring 
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NEW PROGRAM INITIATIVES

• building on strengths
– success of new programs: business and society, criminology
– new streams, highlighting strengths
– certificates
– expansion of degree options/flexibility

• professional and applied studies
– human resources management (undergraduate and graduate)
– innovative Executive MBA 

-Initiatives often address multiple priorities

-Not only do program initiatives build on York’s traditional areas of strength, they 
also respond to student interests, e.g., the enormous success ofBUSO and 
criminology

-In addition to new initiatives, existing programs have been expanded or new, more 
flexible options created (e.g., introduction of 90-credit programs in FES and Fine 
Arts); sets of courses have been grouped in streams or concentrations to highlight 
areas of specialization and strength, which increase students’ career “marketability”
– similarly, the offering of certificates highlights students’ skills or specialized 
knowledge acquired as part of their study

-Have continued to develop programming and reputation of the University’s 
professional schools, as well as developing new professionally-oriented programs in 
Atkinson
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NEW PROGRAM INITIATIVES (cont’d)

• engineering and applied science
– new streams in FPAS: biochemistry, pharmaceutical and 
biological chemistry
– engineering program
– ITEC

• interdisciplinary health studies
– School of Health Policy and Management
– critical disability studies
– Nursing expansion and innovative MSc in Nursing
– opportunities for consolidation/expansion of health interests

- health and engineering are two areas in which we have made great strides towards
building York as a more “comprehensive ” university (in the words of 2020 Vision)
-New engineering program has been successfully introduced, and the program is 
scheduled for its important accreditation review in 2004-05; change of name of FPAS 
to Faculty of Science and Engineering highlights this new emphasis in the Faculty and 
positions the Faculty for the accreditation review; two departmental names were also 
changed to reflect the emphasis on engineering – “mock” accreditation review this 
year was positive and will be very helpful in guiding preparation for next year’s 
accreditation
-Information technology is an area where we experienced initial runaway success, 
meeting enrolment targets associated with ATOP well ahead of schedule; maintaining 
enrolment targets in computer science and ITEC is now a challenge and student 
interest reflects the downturn in the technology industry; this is an example of the 
volatility in relation to planning, and we need to think further about how to proceed in 
this area
-Established the Health Policy and Management program in Atkinson (including a 
unique graduate program in critical disability studies), adding to the array of health-
related programs at York; the program is gaining a profile, and we expect to move 
forward with its growth and development 
-Collaborative Nursing program has experienced growth at the undergraduate level, 
and a new graduate program was approved at May Senate
-Exploration of opportunities for further expansion and consolidation of York’s 
strengths in the health area in innovative directions that reflect York’s strengths and 
contribute to health care in Canada will be an important component of our planning for 
the future
-Consideration of a Faculty (of health sciences, for example), which might at some 
time in the future include a medical school, to draw together and advance health 
research and teaching activities 
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NEW PROGRAM INITIATIVES (cont’d)

• international
– International BBA
– TESOL certificate
– internships

• collaborative programming
– Design program with Sheridan
– Professional Writing program with Seneca
– York-Seneca joint program in Applied Biotechnology
– review of collaborative programs
– opportunities for inter-Faculty collaboration

• technology enhanced learning

-Internationalization objective permeates all areas of research and teaching
-International BBA program has been highly successful; initiatives such as the TESOL certificate and certificates of language 
proficiency offer students opportunities to highlight particular skills; new languages added to curriculum: Yiddish, Korean, Arabic, 
Hindi
-Appointment of AVP International two years ago to coordinate and facilitate international planning; articulation of international 
strategic plan has identified areas for further exploration; new internships are an example of initiatives to encourage students to 
incorporate international experience in their studies
-Efforts are being made to reach out proactively to leading institutions in regions where we want to promote links 
-Design program with Sheridan has been extremely successful, attracting outstanding students; new program in Professional Writing
with Seneca appears to be similarly successful
-Just in May Senate approved a new Applied Biotechnology program with Seneca
-Other programs have been less successful, often because of logistical problems and/or changing student interests, and some have 
been discontinued (e.g., Early Childhood Education, Gerontology)
-In 2003-04, the VPA put in place a pilot project to review collaborative programs with CAATs to examine strengths/weaknesses and 
consider how to improve programs; we are just now receiving reports on the results
-There remain uncertainties about the government’s policy stance in relation to collaboration with CAATs, though it appears there 
continues to be encouragement for such initiatives, and the issue of collaboration is to be considered by the Rae panel; but we must 
be assured such programs meet our needs and are of high quality 
-Importance of collaborative opportunities within the university, e.g., possibility of developing a program in disaster or emergency 
response, which is not only timely but illustrates opportunities for several Faculties to work together to create a truly innovative 
program and approach, bringing together sciences, health policy area, health psychology, kinesiology, communications, 
environmental studies, environmental science, and management – way of highlighting and expanding our science and health-related 
teaching and research interests
-TEL also permeates many areas – importance of coordination and support for technology as a tool
-There has been progress in efforts to coordinate and critically evaluate technology enhanced learning, centred in the CST (which
will have a new Director for the coming year); opening of the new TEL building has facilitated these efforts
-TEL is an important element of accessibility
-Review of distance education in Atkinson
-TEL provides a hub to draw together faculty and students (and programming) with communications and technology interests;  
resulting synergies 
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OTHER PROGRAM AND ENROLMENT 
PLANNING ISSUES

• Double Cohort
– curricular planning
– student support
– follow-up studies

• Graduate Education
– Associate Vice-President Graduate
– enrolment planning

• General Education
– university degree
– York degree

•A number of other specific issues have occupied our attention over the last several years and will 
continue to be addressed

•Reminder of extensive planning and preparation for double cohort in relation to curriculum 
(especially in areas such as mathematics and science) and student support; appears to have gone 
relatively smoothly

•In order to provide concrete evidence about level of preparation and success of OAC students vs. 
Grade 12 graduates, several studies are being carried out – e.g., preliminary results from Chemistry 
indicate there is little difference in success and retention for these two groups 

•Recent appointment of an AVP Graduate (John Lennox) to ensure coordination in enrolments and 
resources (space, equipment, curriculum); highlights importance of graduate studies across the 
Faculties and in the external context

•Importance of planning to increase graduate enrolments

•Over the last two years, particular efforts have been made to ensure that all new faculty are 
immediately appointable to Graduate Studies

•There is pressure to increase graduate enrolments further; York to take its share of the system; 
higher graduate participation rates are projected

•Note in regard to graduate enrolment and education: a report of the COU Task Force on Future 
Requirements for Graduate Education in Ontario

•Group of relevant Deans have begun to explore issues relating to what skills, knowledge, qualities, 
experiences we want students to graduate with from undergraduate programs; what are distinctive 
features of the York degree; how to incorporate these skills/experiences in our curriculum; how to 
present them as “value added”; how to measure their achievement
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PROGRESS TOWARDS REBALANCING AND 
DIVERSIFICATION OF STRATEGIC PLAN 
(UNDERGRADUATE FFTEs)

1999/2000

Arts, 49.4%

Atkinson, 
18.1%

Education, 
3.9%

FES, 1.0%

Fine Arts, 
7.7%

Glendon, 4.4%

Osgoode, 
2.9%

FPAS, 10.5%
Schulich, 

2.0%

2003/04

Arts, 45.8%

Atkinson, 
21.4%

Education, 
3.7%

FES, 0.9%

Fine Arts, 8.2%

Glendon, 4.7%

Osgoode, 2.4%

FPAS, 10.9%

Schulich, 2.0%

2005/06

Arts, 43.1%

Atkinson, 
22.5%

Education, 3.4%

FES, 1.3%

Fine Arts, 7.0%

Glendon, 5.0%

Osgoode, 2.4%

FPAS, 13.1%

Schulich, 2.1%

Source: Office of Management Information

-Reminder of general enrolment plans to the end of the decade: growth 
over the double cohort period, then levelling out at close to the new 
higher level; specific plans will need to be adjusted in the next planning 
period, but the general shape will remain

-Pie chart on the left indicates distribution of undergraduate enrolments 
in 1999-2000 (as we entered the current planning period); pie chart on 
the right indicates current plans for diversification and rebalancing of 
undergraduate enrolments by 2005-06, through new initiatives and 
expansion of programs; middle pie chart indicates progress we have 
made towards this redistribution

-Graph indicates that most Faculties are moving towards their plans 
(FFA and FES are anomalies)   
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PLANNING FOR TENURE STREAM 
COMPLEMENT

- tenure stream appointments: 
- support academic strengths
- advance strategic priorities
- support complement growth to teach increased enrolments
- provide replacements for retiring/departing faculty

- will continue to address the “deficit” in tenure stream appointments
- importance of making outstanding appointments

•Important role of Faculties/departments in articulating priority
areas/directions at the local level

•Efforts to expedite the hiring process have been very successful: have 
seen outstanding appointment files and been successful in hiring first-
choice candidates

•Hiring situation will continue to be very competitive

•This competitive environment underlines the importance of attracting 
and supporting outstanding graduate students as the next generation of 
academics
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FACULTY APPOINTMENTS 
BY AREA OF STRATEGIC PRIORITY 
2000-01 to 2003-04

Fine Arts, 28 (9%)

Environmental 
Studies, 6 (2%)

Humanities & Social 
Science, 101 (34%)

Pure & Natural 
Science,16 (5%)

Applied Science & 
Engineering, 38 (13%)

Law, 11 (4%)

Education, 11 (4%)

Business, 46 (15%)
Health-Related, 

43 (14%)

Source: Office of the AVP Academic Resource Planning

•Appointments have been made over the last several years in 
accordance with strategic priorities, i.e., to support areas of strength 
(such as humanities and social sciences, fine arts and environmental 
studies), to develop applied science and engineering and health 
initiatives, and to grow professional programs (law, business, 
education); appointments also made to replace departures

•Some priorities (e.g., international, TEL) cut across a number of these 
areas
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DISTRIBUTION OF FULL-TIME FACULTY BY 
DISCIPLINE

1999/00

Humanities/
Soc Sci
46.2%

Business
7.4%

Science-
Pure/Natural

7.4%

Science-
Eng/Applied

8.9%

Health 
Related

11.2%

Education
3.3%

Law
4.8%

Fine Arts
8.0%

Env Studies
2.7%

Multi Disc
0.2%

2003/04

Humanities/Soc 
Sci

43.3%

Business
8.9%

Science-
Pure/Natural

5.8%

Science-
Eng/Applied

11.3%

Health Related
11.8%

Education
3.3%

Law
4.4%

Fine Arts
8.0%

Env Studies
3.0%

Multi Disc
0.4%

Source: Office of Management Information

- Illustrates change in proportion of faculty by discipline area between 
1999-2000 and 2003-2004, consistent with objectives to increase the 
emphasis on sciences and professional areas
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FULL-TIME COMPLEMENT: TENURE STREAM, 
2004-05

* Includes conversions and external CRCs ** one appointment start date deferred to July 1, 2005 
Source: Office of the AVP Academic Resource Planning            June 24, 2004

181711124170TOTALS

01214LIB

320712SSB

2101619SC

00011OSG

10089GL

2537**17FA

00033ES

10012ED

4743449AK

5124654AS

DELAY/UNSUCC/
CARRY FORWARD

05-06

IN PROGRESSON OFFERAPPTS
MADE TO DATE 

APPTS AUTH
2004-05*FACULTY

•Next few slides are updates of statistics presented in the Fall

•Appointments process is still ongoing; note as of Fall report only 135 
TS appointments had been authorized for 2004-05

•Complement recovery plan has allowed additional appointments
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FULL-TIME COMPLEMENT: CLAs, SRCs, 
TRUE VISITORS, 2004-05

106286290TOTALS

00516LIB

10123SSB

00033SC

00000OSG

22123GL

204711FA

00000ES

00000ED

22**82331AK

32**92433AS

TRUE VISITORS:
OFFERS/SLOTS

SRC: 
OFFERS MADE 

04-05

CLA: 
ON OFFER

CLA: 
MADE TO DATE 

CLA: 
APPTS AUTH*FACULTY

* New, renewed, or continuing                                   ** one full appointment and two cross-appointments

Source: Office of the AVP Academic Resource Planning            June 2 4, 2004

•CLAs: Contractually Limited Appointments 

•SRCs: Special Renewable Contracts

•True Visitors: includes positions supported by foreign governments, 
replacement of sabbaticants with senior people

•Note: of the 90 CLAs, 44 are new (i.e., involving new searches)
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FULL-TIME FACULTY TENURE STREAM 
COMPLEMENT HIRING PLAN

Source: Office of the AVP Academic Resource Planning

Full-Time Faculty Tenure-Stream Complement as of October 1, 2003
Projected as of June 24,  2004
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Represents:
•  6 appts that started after Oct. 1, 2003 plus
•  170 authorized searches, of which 17 were carried forward 
from 2003/04
•  A net increase of 135 over 2003/04, since 41 age-65 
retirements are expected
•  Excludes 4 authorized searches in Library

•Update of slide indicating longer-term complement changes, showing 
significant recovery from the “trough” in the period of budget cuts

•Dotted line reflects complement had all authorized searches for 2004-
05 resulted in tenure stream appointments


